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A guide to managing online storage in Windows server environments
Managing online storage effectively is becoming an essential component of the information processing strategy as enterprises place increasing reliance on their data assets. The many online storage management options available for the Windows server environment can be bewildering to a system administrator, however. In this book, Paul Massiglia draws on his twenty-plus years of experience in enterprise data storage to dispel the uncertainty and provide the Windows system administrator with a complete toolkit for online storage management.     

Starting with an explanation of how disks can be combined under software management to enhance data availability and I/O performance, Massiglia goes on to discuss hardware and software implementation options available in the Windows server environment. Numerous examples illustrate the use of both embedded and external RAID subsystems, as well as software management of logical disk volumes to provide failure-tolerant, high-performance online storage for Windows server applications.     

Using both capabilities delivered by the Windows 2000 operating system and enhanced features of the VERITAS Volume Manager––    the de facto standard for Windows online data storage––   Massiglia illustrates how to organize disks so that all data can receive the right balance of availability, I/O performance, and storage cost. You’ll learn about:    

	Intelligent disk drives 
	Storage architectures for enterprise servers 
	Combining disks into logical volumes to improve data availability and I/O performance 
	Properties of striping, mirroring, and RAID technologies 
	Hardware and software alternatives for implementing logical volumes 
	Using failure-tolerant volumes to reduce backup windows 
	Managing logical volumes in clusters of Windows servers 
	Long-distance data replication for publication and disaster recovery 


Wiley Computer Publishing. Timely. Practical. Reliable.

       About the Author


   PAUL MASSIGLIA is Technical Director of Engineering for VERITAS Software Corporation. He has spent the last twenty years engineering and product managing enterprise data storage  for some of the industry’s leading suppliers, including the former Digital Equipment Corporation, Adaptec Inc., Quantum Corporation, and VERITAS Software Corporation. Massiglia is a member of the Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) Board of Directors and is the author of three previous books on data storage topics.


    Wiley Computer Publishing has teamed with VERITAS Software Corporation to de-liver a series of books for the enterprise storage management community. These titles will provide system and network administrators, server application developers, and storage engineers with in-depth, hands-on information on how to build scalable, quick, and highly available storage area networks. Key books in the series, including this one, are designed to help CIOs make the decisions as to when and how to embark on investing in new technology.       
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Programming .NET Compact Framework 3.5 (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2009
WE FEEL PRETTY FORTUNATE. During the past three decades, we have traveled the world teaching programmers what we know. Between the two of us, we have led hundreds of classes and taught thousands of professional programmers. We enjoy working with the people who are inventing the future, andwehave been fortunate enough to have been at the cutting...
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Reinforcement and Systemic Machine Learning for Decision MakingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Reinforcement and Systemic Machine Learning for Decision Making


	There are always difficulties in making machines that learn from experience. Complete information is not always available—or it becomes available in bits and pieces over a period of time. With respect to systemic learning, there is a need to understand the...
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Total Snow Leopard SuperguideMac Publishing, 2009

	Nobody spends more time with Apple s computers and software than the writers and editors at Macworld, the world s foremost Mac authority. Now Macworld s team of experts take you inside Apple s latest update to the popular Mac OS X operating system: Snow Leopard, Mac OS X 10.6. Snow Leopard is an OS X update unlike any in recent memory one...
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Welding MetallurgyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The premier reference for welding metallurgy, completely revised and expanded      

Since its initial publication in 1987, Welding Metallurgy has been the standard text for the instruction of welding in technical schools and as a reference for professional welders. Updating the existing material and adding a substantial amount of new...
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XAML in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2006
When Microsoft releases Windows Vista, the new operating system will support applications that employ graphics now used by computer games-clear, stunning and active. The cornerstone for building these new user interfaces is XAML ("Zammel"), the XML-based markup language that works with Windows Presentation Foundation...
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Fiber Optics: Physics and TechnologySpringer, 2010

	Telephone, telefax, email and internet - the key ingredient of the inner workings is the conduit: the line which is designed to carry massive amounts of data at breakneck speed. In their data-carrying capacity optical fiber lines beat other technologies (copper cable, microwave beacons, satellite links) hands down, at least in the long...
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